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About This Game

Guess what, you incarnate a dude that is expert at solving procedural mazes into an infinite procedural land. Not only you have
infinite stamina and run like a horse, but you also have incredible gymnastic skills. Run and jump you way 'till the end of the

maze to access the next level. Watch out since levels are getting bigger and bigger. Oh and another detail, you have no map. You
have to remember where you are coming from if you don't want to run for hours and lose your mind into these mazes. A last tip

: in case you are stuck at some level, just start it over, a new one with the same dimension level specs will be created.
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Nice game, short but fun. It has a superb soundtrack!. Never had one single problem downloading, installing, or playing........

Windows 10
Intel Core 2 Quad 2.4 Ghz,
8gb mem,
Nvidia GForce GTX 650,
120gb SSD

This game is a great free to play open source RTS.. This game is pretty\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 not going to
lie.

if it had a free play it'd probably be alright but the fact it takes you 2hrs to finish the story line then you cannot do anything else
but play the 5 minute missions again.

please do not waste your money.. You beautiful bastards did a great job making a very interesting text adventure and love the
replayablility and diverse option to pursue.. Almost harvesting season.
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Intolerable. The translation is so bad that it barely makes sense. The game has no branching paths or options - you *must* do the
next thing to advance time. Bad bad bad. The music and art style are all it has going for it, and it's been done better elsewhere.
Get literally any Artifex Mundi HOG rather than this tragedy.. A good dlc for bass fishing! (Worth the money aswell). What
Space Base DF-9 should have been.. Idiots made this crap!
The tutorial says to click on long range missiles and then on the target.

NOTHING HAPPENS!!!. As you can see, I've played this game a lot, like a lot. I rarely do this with games for the sole reason
that I get bored. Farming Simulator 2015 has yet to bore me, it has dull moments, but when I get through those moments, the
game is interesting again.

Pros
-Forestry
-Many things to accomplish
-Great graphics on certain maps and vehicles (at high)
-Many MODs and Maps (not as many as FS13)
-Variety of vehicles
-Various routes to make money, most of them different
-Sounds
-Dirt build up on vehicles

Cons
-Limited content in DLCs
-Lack of vanilla vehicles
-Modding community
-Graphics in vanilla game
-AI is terrible

Things to add to imprive the overall game:
-Seasons
-Digging and terraforming
-Better DLCs
-More crop types

Now don't get me wrong when I mention the CONs, and things to add. No game is perfect, none. I like this game for the laid-
back no sense of responsibility that is difficult to get in other games.

10/10
. If you wanna chill get this game. Trust me its worth the $5. Well I'm basically reviewing the original 1983 book here, though I
do remember a few differences in the original text. No colourised drawings this time, which is acceptable. My main interest in
these adaptations of gamebooks is, they take away the effort of page turning, dice rolling, adventure sheet editing etc. and they
can also make sure you don't cheat. Citadel of Chaos is a favourite of mine even though it has some obvious faults i.e it's very
short and has a rather too narrow correct path to the end. But there are interesting opponents\/encounters from the dog-ape and
ape-dog at the citadel gate, right up to the dark, mysterious Balthus Dire himself at the apex of the citadel. The magic use makes
it good too, you often have alternatives to the sword-fight to the death and can use them to dodge opponents. Russ Nicholson's
art is very good and gives the book mystery and danger. Now I think Balthus Dire has a bit more depth than Zagor the Warlock
from the first book. He is a warrior-sorcerer like yourself. The battle with Dire in his private chamber has stages to it, he tries
different ways to thwart your assassination attempt and there is even a bit of a war of words. Of course, you also pit your magic
against his.
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